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“Walking the fields of Beja - Stories that invite you in” is a small itinerary that slowly crosses
the Baixo Alentejo, at the recommended pace, through the parishes and places of our county,
by making them known either through written word or through the fabulous illustrations that
identify these locations. It is a document that sheds light on the more rural territory of the county
of Beja, simply with the purpose of revealing to the reader some of the “narratives” that make up
the history of each land. We invite you to feel the pulse of each locality and the daily life of each
village around Beja and, from there, to awaken in you, the reader, the desire to visit and get to
know them better. It is also a testimony that the county is much more than just the city, and that
each parish, each place, is added value to our heritage, to our tradition and to our culture. Each
place is of vital importance to this county where the past and the present intersect, projecting a
healthy future of hope and opportunity. We hope that it can make you better “taste, smell and
know” these territories of Beja which often go unnoticed. More than an itinerary of memory, it is
most certainly an itinerary of the future.
Paulo Arsénio
Mayor of Beja
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Possessing more than two thousand years of history, the city of Beja and its territory still
shows signs, from almost fifty thousand years ago, of the arrival of the first populations
to the Iberian Peninsula. Beja’s fields act as a reflection of the landscapes and sensations
of this remote era.
Beja is comprised of ten parishes and unions of rural parishes filled with hundreds of
stories and memories. This itinerary cordially invites you to discover these immensely
vivid spaces filled with light. To accompany us throughout this journey will be the Cante,
the traditional polyphonic chant of the land and an acoustic translation of the typical
landscape of plains, which seems to carry with it the weight and the lightness of various
times: past, present and future, in a tapestry of collective voices that sing of life, soil,
work, love and longing. This script is, therefore, close to a moda alentejana (the typical
lyrics), inviting you to discover or reconnect with the simpler things of life, which more
often than not are the most beautiful. Like everyone who is subject to a thousand cuts
and sutures, “Walking the fields of Beja - Stories that invite you in” is a polyhedron full
of resonances, joining important people at the same table, with backgrounds such as
History, Geography, Archeology, Anthropology or Ethnography, so that the descriptions
and frameworks are as accurate as possible, although it is not our aim to completely
dissect any of their bodies. Here we will interweave proven facts with stories told,
legends of old with the physical feelings about these streets where shadow creates rest
and light works its magic. It will thus be an itinerary that invites you to wander and
wonder, intended to guide you, as is in any other journey, either to the end of the night
or to the heart of our lives. We believe that can convince you that life itself can be fully
experienced in these extra-mural spaces, in these paths filled with beauty and memory.
Between the stillness of the landscape and the kindness of the living we find here, let us
then walk through the fields of Beja.
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ALBERNOA E TRINDADE

Albernoa is a parish of the municipality of Beja. The population in 2011 was 758 in an area
of 109,89 km². The settlement itself is older than the formation of Portugal as a Kingdom.
As a matter of fact the toponym attests to this origin. Indeed, Albernoa is a name of Arabic
origin that, according to Pinho Leal, stems from barrelnaua, for “field of pip”. This fact
proves that there was already population settled in the land at the time of the Christian
Reconquest in the 13th century, during the reign of D. Sancho II. This place received the
name of The Old Village, in a process well described in the Grande Enciclopédia Portuguesa
e Brasileira: “The designation of the word “village” given to Albernoa reflects the old
sense of the word aldeia (village), of origin Arabic, agricultural land, substitute, to the of
the archaic “villa” after the mid-13rd century and is, according to its Arabic etymology,
partly territorial and geographical. Hence the portuguese resettlers called “aldeia velha”
(old village) to the core of the settlement found earlier, and built a new settlement, also
called aldeia “the village””. As to the creation of the ecclesiastic institution in Albernoa,
integrated right from the beginning in the municipality of Beja, everything indicates that
its history begins only after the 14th century, the date that marks the consolidation of the
parish. Years later, however, Albernoa became a priest/curate of the presentation of the
Évora Cathedral. In terms of administrative importance and religious influence, the parish
increased simultaneously with the numbers in demographics. Since 1860, the population
of Albernoa has more than doubled in a demographic phenomenon that continued with
the same trend up to the late 50’s of the last century. At that time, the village had more
than 2,200 inhabitants. They devoted themselves mainly to agriculture, although trade
also had considerable weight in the economy. Its patron saint is Nossa Senhora da Luz
and the procession in her honor is held on the Sunday of the first weekend of August, on
the same day of the town festival. Albernoa was once described by the Portuguese author
and Nobel Prize winner José Saramago, in his book “Journey to Portugal”: ”Oh, gentlemen,
you who lie in light, come to the fields of Albernoa to know the Sun. See how dry are
these streams, the ravine of Marzalona, the Terges river, the tiny, invisible tributaries that
do not differ from the landscape, as they are as dry as the latter. Here you will learn,
without having to resort to the dictionary, the meaning of the words: heat, thirst, large
extension of land. This land provides plenty of light for the traveler, but what the eyes
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show is always bigger and more than ever was thought. A black kite crossed the road in
perforated flight. Coming fast from the heavens, as if falling, spotting the target hiding
in the stubble, but then, with a stroke of the wing, altered its course, and, from another
angle sliding, guided the flight to beyond the hills. Walks to hunting, lonely in the vastness
of the sky, lonely in the dazzling immensity of the land, a bird of prey, force of thirst and
steel, that only those who do not see you can censor your fury. Keep going and live.”

From the Plains to the Terges River
Beja wants you to wander, as it represents an ideal context for one who enjoys walking,
the essential movement of contemplation and reflection. Thus, we invite you to take the
pedestrian route “Da planície à Ribeira de Terges”. Along the path the traveler will find
gardens, an old mill and serene plains that follow us, stretching for 5 miles with their
holm oaks and olive groves. Thereafter he arrives at Monte de Água, he will encounter
an old urban area (today totally in ruins), a geodesic landmark and many other charming
relics. During this journey you can also observe and enjoy the local steppe species of
birds, as the trail crosses the Castro Verde Nature Reserve, an exuberant landscape with
no rival in the country. At some one will be face to face with the Terges river and the
water reservoir of Pego de Moira Linda. The combination of the two places is a thing of
primitive, untouched beauty. The path continues, but now it is up to the traveler to write
down his own notes and impressions.

Manuel Ribeiro
A native son of Albernoa, now absolutely forgotten, Manuel Ribeiro (1878-1941) was the
most read author in Portugal in the 1920’s and one of the most notorious militants and
union organizers of the first Republic. With little more than twenty years of age he bought
a ticket to Lisbon, to dedicate himself to journalism and to translation (of the writings of
Gorki, Tolstoi, Kropotkine and Paul Elzbacher). His connection to labour anarchism date to
1908, but the first collaboration with the libertarian press occurs in 1909. Between 1912
and 1914 he became one of the most dedicated employees of the weekly newspaper
O Sindicalista, the new publication of the working-class libertarian movement. With
the demise of this publication and the foundation of A Batalha, Manuel Ribeiro then
transfers his collaboration to this daily newspaper, until March 1921. At the time of
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the Russian revolution of 1917 Manuel Ribeiro took the side of Bolshevism, founding
with others the Communist party and the Maximalist Federation, whose newspaper he
directed, and. Later, in 1926, he converted to Catholicism but that did not move him an inch
away from his old causes. In those years, he directed the Catholic magazine Renascença
and founded another, called Era Nova. Due to his complex personality, the legacy of
Manuel Ribeiro is obviously not an easy one. He was one of the first political figures at
the forefront of the Portuguese trade unionism, together with Aurelio Quintanilha, César
Porto, Sobral de Campos, Pinto Quartim, Jaime Brasil, Julião Quintinha, Artur Portela and
Cristiano de Carvalho, and his political and literary importance and influence deserves to
be rediscovered and recognized.

15 kilometres from the city of Beja, located on the left bank of the Terges River, Trindade
has an area of 98.63 km². According to the 2011 censuses, it had 274 inhabitants at the
time, being notorious its population decrease over the years. Since 1864 its population
was continuously growing until reaching its highest peak of 2370 inhabitants in the parish
in the late 1940s.
When it comes to its history, the origin is unknown, though it already existed in the 16th
century, as in the year of 1534 it was granted the Ecclesiastical visitation by the Prince,
Bishop and Infant of Évora - Afonso. The village is made up of a few hills, namely the
Courelas where all the houses are in ruins, and the Cantinho da Ribeira, the iconic place
that inspired Manuel da Fonseca to write the novel ‘Seara de Vento’, a tragedy starring
a rural worker accused of stealing cereals from a farmer. Written in a neorealist style,
the work is a cry of outrage against social injustice in Alentejo, where the characters are
buffeted by the winds of oppression and revolt.
Although it suffered severely with depopulation, the area is nevertheless a rural
environment favourable for all-terrain trips and the discovery of Alentejo’s landscape.
The dams and the Terges river are especially attractive spots for the fishing of largemouth
bass and carp.
As architectural heritage we may find the parish church of Nossa Senhora dos Remédios.
Situated in Monte da Chaminé and built in 1940, the gothic style chapel of Nossa Senhora
da Conceição is also worth a visit. The Patron Saint is Nossa Senhora dos Remédios and
the traditional festivities in her honour take place on the second weekend of September.
Finally, we invite you once again to put on your walking shoes, because this is one of
the hiking routes that the County has to offer. Along the “Pelos montes do Cantinho da
Ribeira“ route, we revisit Terges river for some bird watching. It should be noted that along
this pathway you would be crossing the aforementioned Cantinho da Ribeira, familiar
scenery to the reader of Seara de Vento (Harvest of Wind) or to anyone who watched the
multi-awarded movie ‘Raiva’, by Sérgio Treffaut.
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One afternoon in the Trindade
This village is one of the most characteristic of Beja and one that has most suffered the
loss of the population and, consequently, of life. Sitting in the only Cafe that the village has
to offer, we see two dogs circling around their own boredom. The animals seem faithful
to a hunter that stopped for a drink. Having heard Trindade cultivates a strong Christmas
tradition with the so-called “living Nativity scenes”, we decided to wait and ask. We found
Mariana, in the shadows of her living room with her husband sitting on the couch. There
we are introduced to the lady who we learn to be the last of a long line of conductors of
this play. She then proceeds to tell us, with her husband nodding approvingly, that the
Christmas Nativity play of Trindade is one of the most popular traditions of the Baixo
Alentejo and that it attracts hundreds of people from all parts of the country. When we
inquire on how this tradition was born, she picks up a 19th century book.
«This book was a gift from my great-great-grandmother to my great-grandmother.» It
inspired the biblical scenes performed every year in the same way. She tells us how her
father would reenact it, making a brilliant king Herod. Today she is looking for people
to bring the scene in its entirety once more to the stage, but it is increasingly difficult
since there are almost no living souls here. We know the survival of a certain story is
measured by various circumstances, but this one is of particular pivotal importance: the
effort incrusted in them. Like an amulet passed around through generations, this book
represents the said effort of someone simply fulfilling a purpose and the faithfulness to
words that were never questioned nor improvised. Of how many books in this ocean of
printed words over the centuries, can we say the same?
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Baleizão is a parish of the municipality of Beja with an area of 138.25 km², comprised
of 902 inhabitants (2011). It is surrounded by the municipalities of Vidigueira and Serpa
and the parishes of Quintos e Salvada, and Neves, and is situated about 13 kilometres
from the city of Beja and 47 kilometres from the Spanish border. As evidenced by some
archaeological discoveries, the first settlement dates back to prehistoric times. The local
economy of Baleizão is based mainly in the primary sector, although we can find workers
in the field of trade and services in the city of Beja.
The sowing of wheat and sunflower and more recently vine and olive groves, and the
farming of livestock are the main agricultural activities. The Parish has an extensive
cultural and historical heritage, such as the parish church, the chapel of São Luís, Fidalgo’s
church, Manor House with a chapel (Monte do Olival), old fortresses, Quinta de S. Pedro,
water mills and other archaeological remains. Concerning this last evidence we call the
attention of the traveler to the presence of an ancient roman structure with a complex
set of ovens for the production of lime. Leaving Beja towards Serpa by the EN260, around
200 meters after Lagar do Prado, we turn to the left towards Herdade da Magra. The
complex is located in the slope turned to the north around 100m of the estate. There
we can also find the remains of mining quarries, ovens, other areas of work, and, among
others, pieces of pottery, metal fragments and coins. Finally, let us mention that Baleizão
offers some religious festivals like the feast of Nossa Senhora da Graça or of Senhor dos
Passos, and, for the more reserved traveler, a privileged view of the Guadiana River. Once
again, we ask the reader to stay longer and, sitting in the central cafe of the village, or in
front of one of the empty houses, to lend his ear to the little noises of the land, which are
far from being white.

The memory of a land
“O Baleizão, Baleizão/O land of Baleizão/I will go there to live/ whether your father wants
it or not”
“Oh Baleizão, Baleizão/Oh land of Catarina/where she was born and died/with a
murderous bullet”
So it says the song that christened Baleizão with its fame and name, a name tied to a
vow of love turned into a promise of never forgetting. Baleizão started to be known, at a
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moment in time, by Terra de Catarina (Land of Catarina), inheriting this name from the
courage of Catarina Eufémia, the young illiterate harvester murdered following a strike of
her and 13 other women demanding 5 tostões (pounds) more for their hard work. They
met the law with great resistance and, as a bloody consequence, Catarina was shot in the
back 3 times by a lieutenant. It would be expected that this wound would be a scar by now,
but that is not the case at all. With no room for bitterness, from the eighty-year-old stoic
sitting in the café to the little kid hungry of discovery and adventure, everyone has tasted
the blood of this dark past. In a country of gentle, almost silent ways, you can all but admire
the brave serenity in the heart of this people whom you are spending this afternoon with.
We also come across tiles that pay homage to the centenary of Francisco Miguel Duarte:
‘21 years in prison, the last political prisoner to leave Tarrafal.’ Later, we find that this man
holds the record of escapes from fascist prisons: four. Finally, we know from the account
of a friend of Catarina, Maria Teresa Correia Cascalheira, that it was Catarina who at the
meetings of the women in the fountain, a privileged and safe place to discuss forbidden
subjects, politically more conscientious than the others, tried to raise money for Francisco
Miguel, who was already incarcerated at the time. As the poet once said, it is all connected.
So, what did our eyes learn from this short tour? On the road of Beja to Baleizão, the
wavy, semi-dry scenery, crops alternating between gold and green. The river, the
casual railroad stops. Some houses without people to knock at the doors. A lot of
land for very few people. The master Manuel Pica, wise craftsman, guides us. Amidst
the conversation he raises questions like disinterested stones and we hear of an inn
next to the cafe, which served as a place of rest for messengers and cattlemen. The
beasts went to one side of the village and the herd to the other. We also pick up some
interspersed topics like the possibility of the former border not having been the river, but
here, where we are, and a couple of doubts behind the name Baleizão. Does it derive
from baliza, a portuguese word for border? Or from baldor that means wasteland?
Taking a step back and clinging to what we were told with certainty: In the past, these
were the best lands for growing wheat and cereals and there is a stone with a small
inscription in honor of Catarina Eufémia given to Baleizão by Spanish antifascists in her
honor and also for Baleizão’s tradition of harbouring refugees from the Spanish civil
war. There is also the Álvaro Cunhal Central Park, made at the time of Manuel Pica’s
presidency. He paid for it with unused money from the UCP Terra de Catarina after the
agrarian reform, about 12 thousand escudos. The pressure of this money to be used for
the benefit of the community is an amusing and intricate story involving bureaucracies and
names of people hopelessly unknown. The result is a park that is undoubtedly the most
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can say of some places is: in those X square meters, Baleizão approaches the speed of
other places of the country, of the continent. Outside we live under the ancestral rhythm,
here a little faster.
Finally, there is the Master’s workshop. After a life connected to citizenship, this man
developed a passion for crafts. Several figures of cork are scattered around the tables.
Chairs made with buff rest in the backyard kept in old tubs so they can dry, guarded by the
scent of wood and a thousand objects made at twilight by the work of the human hand.
Apart from this, there are a thousand stories that are waiting to be heard if you spend
enough afternoons at the café of Baleizão. Stories of starvation, of shy relationships, of
congregations around fountains, paths in the rain, emigration. There is one in particular
regarding the sale of donkeys, one the most significant activities in the last century, that
deserves to be transcribed and that will serve to end our visit. «Baleizão learned that in
order to sell a wild beast as a tame one, they had to get it drunk with a bottle of red wine,
and a little bit of pomace brandy mixed with tobacco, shoved down the throat of the
mule, the horse or the male, which made the process of intoxicating the animal a little
easier, so they could then be sold to businessmen from Lisbon. Older beasts, which no
longer worked, usually were sold to the butcher shops. There were also butchers on the
outskirts of Lisbon, buying older, defective, or crippled animals to turn them into food for
the zoo. »
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Beringel, with about 1300 inhabitants (2011) and an area of 15.04 km², is located in a
privileged area between Beja and Ferreira do Alentejo, at a distance of 12 kilometres
from the first and 13 from the second, on the Lisbon - Seville international road. It has
some waterlines and a soil rich in clay. Once the county seat, this parish of Beja had a
pillory that was demolished. Located at Largo Dr. Miguel Bombarda, the local church still
remains, where The Civil Registry Office, the center of Mocidade Portuguesa (how the
fascist political regime that ruled the country referred to its youth) and the school canteen
operated. Images, altars, carvings, bells, everything disappeared when it was desecrated
after the introduction of the Republic. During the Roman presence, for six centuries, it
was used for intense agricultural activity. With the Visigothic invasion in the sixth century
the new people adapted themselves taking advantage of the conditions found there.
When a century later the arabs conquered the land, they implemented the agriculture of
citrus fruits, vegetables, rice, and continued to value the olive, the vine and the cereals.
During this period it became clear that the clay rich soil also provided the clay that allowed
the production of several utensils for storage of what was produced. Beringel owes its
toponym to the arabs, deriving the word from beringela (eggplant), in their vocabulary
“badajan”. Its foundation is thus prior to that of nationality. King Afonso III, on his return
from the conquest of the Algarve, who, seeing potential there, donated the land to the
Monastery of Alcobaça in 1255 with the help of the Cistercian monks to facilitate their
settlement and development. The delivery of the couto and tower of Santo Estevão to his
natural son, Martim Afonso - o Chichorro, would also assign the first charter to Beringel,
made by king Dinis, half-brother of Martim. Two kilometres to the north, there is a Roman
bridge on the Lisbon - Beja road. Near this bridge existed a Roman settlement of which
there remain some pieces of tégulas (Roman tiles) and other construction materials of
the time. At the Praça Dr. Carlos Moreira is the Church of Santo António and in Beringel
exists yet another church, in baroque style, known as Nossa Senhora da Conceição. The
patron is St. Stephen and Nossa Senhora da Conceição is the patroness of the parish. The
festivities in his honour are held on the second weekend of September. Beringel has the
Chapel of St. Mary Magdalene, open to the cult, imitating the byzantine style, also called
‘the calvary of the black stones’ and its mother Church. In addition to the churches we
find two chapels: the chapel of St. Magdalene, as has already been referred to, and the
chapel of S. Peter, now in ruins. There was, in ancient times, the chapel of São Sebastião,
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which was completely destroyed by the earthquake of 1755. There are some old traditions
like the manufacturing of bricks and new ones that try to impose themselves, bringing the
modern ways to this ancient land like the practice of birdwatching. The latter is a good
example of new methods that the region can adopt in order to attract visitors. Around the
pedestrian path of the Dam of Pisão one can observe a considerable variety of birds, like
the allard, the common coot, the tufted duck, the common-snipe, the little ringed plover
or the spotted redshank. In order for this area to be properly appreciated, in addition
to the walk, we suggest a little nap near the dam or a nice picnic in the park, taking full
advantage of the cool, welcoming shade.

Seeing things differently, seeing other things
Beringel is one of the parishes of the county where we run the risk of coming across
more people. It is therefore a place too intricate in specificities for the casual visitor to
be able to leave it with the strong conviction of having grasped its essence. So there are
two options left for those who like to take their travels seriously: either they come back a
second time or devote a long time on the day they arrive. One of its well-known curiosities
is that Beringel was once an important pottery center of the country. Today, the workshop
of António Mestre is the only one still in activity, keeping alive the art of working a clay of
unique characteristics in a completely handmade way. It mainly produces pots and jars for
wine storage called “talhas”, large vessels and amphoras of various shapes, bread ovens
and other pieces designed by customers. And it is here that the essence of this story ends
after great detour. The stranger should knock on the door of master António’s workshop
and watch closely how the work is done. In a standardized world, where almost everything
we consume is the result of one of hundreds of pre-defined variations to the western
population, this serves as a reminder of a different time and way of looking at life. And the
most curious thing is that the work of António Mestre continues to make use of the old
techniques and the devotion that few, in the present day, can have. And if in our tour we did
not register enough names to complete a deserving alphabet like the one José Saramago
dedicated to the builders of the Convent of Mafra, we decided, nevertheless, to align
some of the names that we discovered of the people who dedicated their hands to the
clay in Beringel: Adelino José Alves; António Manuel Campinas; António Joaquim Russo;
Joaquim da Silva; José António dos Reis Baião; José Eduardo Alves; José Francisco Bolinhas;
José Manuel Carvalho Parreira; Manuel Matos; Marinho José dos Reis; Zé Bolinhas.
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Once again we begin with the dryness of the data: Cabeça Gorda is a parish
of the municipality of Beja, with 78,16 km² of area and 1 386 inhabitants
(2011). It is one of the most recent parishes of the county having been
constituted in 1901. Its lands previously belonged to the parish of the Salvada.
At the time of its formation the official designation was Nossa Senhora da Conceição
da Rocha, defeated through years of persistence by the popular designation. The name
‘Fat Head’ means big mound, being a head (a mound) and the adjective ‘fat’ indicating
the great width of that elevation. We are in a place where the youth carries a common
identity, shared with their elderly neighbors, in other words, tradition. It is inevitable.
Instead of serving as a contamination serves as a shelter. That is why Cabeça Gorda shared
an almost identical past like the other parishes of Beja: the weeds, the harvest, the sowing,
the threshing, a slice of bread and a small piece of sausage for lunch. The expression
“from sun to sun” that has another weight here, another gravity. The shoemakers, the
blacksmiths, the barbers, the sadlers. The voices that sing in all occasions. The joy of the
festivities. The Carnival, the dances (from Pine, Rose and Carnation, Calico, Lace). We
ask for them to tell us about how things go here, subjects that should only germinate
in the work outlined by their blood and that people belonging to people who are not
even certain of how to call themselves as Cabeça Gorda inhabitants. For the lack of a
better word some call “Chamusco” or “Bola da Nora”. And they tell us small crumbs of
that ancient life that we, the newly arrived, hear with the eagerness of planning our
next step. One of these crumbs is a small wonder: the story of the Palma & Palma, a
large company run by Mr. Remédios. At one point, this man, that simultaneously was the
Mayor of the parish of Cabeça Gorda and the owner of the company. As the managing
businessman of the enterprise, he asks the Parish for the concession of some lands.
To the surprise of the listener, the request was denied by Mr. Remédios the president.
This subject is rare because it is tangible proof that a man can be two things, or more.
Then they tell us about Férrobico, the Clube Recreativo e Desportivo de Cabeça Gorda.
And we see for the first time the covers of the national sports newspapers of 1981 tell a
story that goes back to David and Goliath. The Férrobico gained its name by scoring one
goal in almost every occasion of a sequence of crushing defeats in a historical campaign
in the Portuguese national football tournament Taça de Portugal, also beating Penafiel,
a 1st Division club at the time, and Leixões, of the 2nd. In Portuguese football jargon,
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we use the expression “molhar o bico” (wet your whistle/beak) attributed to a team or
player that scores at least one goal. Today the locals still recall this incredible feat. The
negative effects of desertification and abandonment have not got through the cracks of
these streets where you can still see children playing and a positive spirit is palpable.
We realize therefore that to this village we must arrive through the stories and not the
monuments. We are not going to enumerate them all, but it reminds us, to finish off
the conversation, of sharing a small triviality: it is said (and we get confirmation by the
conversations coming from older inhabitants on the terrace of the cafe) that the people
of Cabeça Gorda differed themselves from the others when they talked, by tending to add
an “a” at the end of each noun. With this memorized peculiarity, we accidentally we find
confirmation in a text of Martinho Marques through a sentence he heard in his youth, “já
lá vem nascendo o sola”(here comes the sun with sola instead of sol) referring to the sun
rising over the horizon. Of the sites we have seen we point out the market, built in 1929,
of which in a publication from 1931 were described as the following:
«In the same line of thought, it is solidly built, from the 1930’s, the beautiful, spacious and
closed market, where the Parish Council, despite the expenditure of about forty thousand
escudos, came to find the annual revenue of five thousand escudos approximately, helping
to ensure that the administrative commission would enforce other improvements.» The
Patron Saint of the land is Saint Louis and the festivities in his honor are held in the second
weekend of August.

Forest perimeter
A forest is a wonderful place, an organic grammar. Finding a forest spot like this Forestry
Perimeter of Cabeça Gorda and Salvada is a marvel, even for its location, of 319 hectares.
Generated by the respective parish councils is an excellent site for a mountain bike ride,
a walk, a picnic, a time consuming reflection. To double the astonishment: deer can
be observed in the wild, as well as wild boars or foxes. We can also find the famous
silarcas that give the motto to the Mushroom Festival that in Cabeça Gorda is usually
celebrated in March. A small warning: do not pick silarcas without the help of wise locals.
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Shin Boots
Cabeça Gorda is still known as the land of the shin boots. They are still made-to-measure.
The successor of the master Manuel Pardal, Miguel Guerreiro, who besides being a
cobbler is also a barber, has been making them for 50 years. Today, there are few orders,
but when a client appears, the measure is taken at the foot, the mold is made and adjusted
to the shape of the feet, and, having as a raw material the greased hide of veal, the boot
making process begins. The number of customers is residual compared to what it was a
few years ago, and the current clients of the shin boots, most of whom are now old, are
people with good financial conditions. Because, as Miguel Guerreiro explains, there are
many people who would like to have some of these boots but it is difficult to pay 200
for a pair. It’s 200 euros that takes three days to make and almost a lifetime to spend.
In the old days, up to six men worked in this workshop. Today there is only one who still
has time for the barbershop. Times have changed but your house is still full of people,
friends and acquaintances, who stop by to chat for a bit about life and to share with
us pearls of wisdom like this local prayer about the headache, an all too contemporary
problem:
In the name of the Father of the Son and the Holy Spirit - Amen
Jesus and Jesus who is the holy name of Jesus
Where is the holy name of Jesus that does not enter harm nor danger
Our lady that walked the earth with the headache she met
And asked her: where are you going headache?
I am going to get out of my mind.
Begone headache you have no business here
Ordered Jesus Christ through his holy tongue
Praise the Lord and the Virgin Mary
An Our father and a Hail Mary
(We pray an “Our father” and a “Hail Mary” and offer the prayer to Nossa Senhora da
Conceição and to the other saints of our devotion)
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Nossa Senhora das Neves is a civil parish with an area of 53.03 km² and 1,747 inhabitants
(2011). It is located in the Centre of the municipality, 5 km from Beja and on the road axis
IP8 Beja-Spain.
It is the parish of the county with the greatest dispersion of population, which is
distributed by several places, of which the most important are: Neves, Vila Azedo, Porto
Peles and Monte Padrão. Due to its proximity to the city of Beja, is characterized by a mix
of rural and urban areas, if on the one hand the elderly assume behaviors and rural habits
based on tradition, on the other hand, the younger ones embrace an increasingly urban
lifestyle. Until very recently it was formed by a cluster of whitewashed houses. Today,
most of the population work outside the land, especially in Beja. In Neves there are small
shops, a drugstore, a supermarket, and several cafes. There is also the primary school
and the church whose history is closely linked to the name of the town, which in ancient
times was the parish that supplied Beja and all the convents with its numerous vegetable
gardens. The feasts in honor of Nossa Senhora das Neves take place every year on one of
the last weekends of August.

Legend, another way of telling a story
According to the legend, the inhabitants of a small village that existed in that place decided
to build in a spot previously chosen by them, a chapel in honor of the Virgin Mary. They
marked the space and went to work. Only on the next day all the tools had disappeared
and were gathered on a nearby hill. They thought it was a bad joke, they went to pick
them up and they resumed their work. In the days that followed, the scene repeated
itself without a logical explanation for what was happening. The repetition of this unusual
event led the population to think that the Virgin did not accept the place chosen for the
chapel. Still in doubt about the place to choose, they noticed that it had begun to snow
on the top of the hill, where the tools appeared every day. The sun was shining and there
was not a cloud in the sky, but the top of the hill was covered with a thick blanket of snow.
There they erected the chapel in honor of Nossa Senhora das Neves (‘Our Lady of the
Snow’) and thus the name of the village appeared.
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A stop at Porto Peles
Porto Peles is a village belonging to the parish of Nossa Senhora das Neves that we
consider to be a little hidden gem. Every traveler who has listened to friends that know
this region well and insist that we dine there. He starts by finding its name very strange,
and then their description of it. On the way there, the doubts increase, as the road is only
followed by the emptiness and the blackness of the land. Arriving at the spot, we see
ten clustered houses, and a number of cars parked at the front door of the houses. We
realize then that there are two meeting points in this inhospitable place. The restaurant
“A Taberna do Cesário” and “Tói Faróis”. In the first, we can dine in a room that resembles
a cozy, family friendly space, where the service is customized and cared for. They advise
us to try out four platters that go around: cod, octopus and various types of meat, all
accompanied by white house wine. Then Mrs. Francisca comes to our table with platters
of desserts where she puts large spoons of peanut mousse or rice pudding on our plate.
In the second place, you should pay close attention to the detail that 80% of the tables
were marked “reserved.” Here, you need to make your reservation the day before,
otherwise you’ll be playing Russian roulette. But what is the reason behind this demand?
The place is indistinct compared to the restaurants of other Portuguese villages and when
the waiter addresses us, instead of bringing us a complex menu, he only asks us: “So,
what will it be?” After we respond «what do you have?» Instead of listening to a menu
with several names of several dishes, the waiter goes through a list of a dozen parts of
the pig. We smile, and then realize what the vocation of the site is. We chose one of
the names familiar to us and after fifteen minutes a platter with grilled meat arrives,
another with tomato salad and a last one with homemade chips. The meat is the jewel of
the crown and we see why people come here. However, the unexpected surprise is the
tomato salad, which creates perplexity because it is a dish with no apparent “magic” and
is absolutely delicious.
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SALVADA AND QUINTOS
The union of the parishes of Salvada and Quintos belongs to the municipality of Beja and
has an area of 199.72 km². This large territory holds 1352 inhabitants (2011).

“My door I will open for the Lord to enter.
Anyone who lives in the faith of God
will have nothing to do with it.
Son, with God you will go,
with God you will walk,
with God you will return.
Son, God with you and you with him.
God ahead and you behind.
God in your company...
Behind you, Lord, be with you,
always at the feet of your crucified Son.
Son of our house, let us go, for our life to rule;
All angels follow every step we take.
Our Lady at the head,
Saint Peter, strive for St. Anthony to deliver us
from the wickedness of Satan.
Father St Anthony, strong and brave,
keep us from behind and behind,
my son, my grandsons, my husband,
my me, my daughter-in-law, who wants me well ...
For the love of God and the Virgin Mary let us pray an Our Father and a Holy Mary. –
I offer an Our Father and a Holy Mary to Father Saint Anthony.
How he delivered his father from death
And from all evil people.
Here we have our words...”
(Prayer for the beginning of the day spoken by Mariana Bicho,
A local inhabitant, and human treasure, from Salvada)
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We arrived at Salvada early in the day. We are twelve kilometres apart from the county
seat and nine kilometres from the left bank of the Guadiana River, surrounded by the
parishes of Cabeça Gorda, Santa Clara de Louredo, Trindade, Nossa Senhora das Neves,
Quintos and to the south by the municipality of Mértola. Archaeology has provided some
new data and it has become increasingly clear that the settlement in the vicinity can be
dated back to prehistoric times. However, the historical origin of the village of Salvada
is unknown. By the fifteenth century it is known that the territory that then comprised
the parish of Salvada belonged to the Duke of Beja, a title created by king Afonso IV for
his brother, the Infante D. Fernando, who received in donation the then village of Beja
and all its term. In 1757, Salvada is referred to in the Geographic Dictionary where it is
said that it had at that time seventy homes and close to two hundred inhabitants. As
we mentioned earlier, at the beginning of the 20th century, on April 11, 1901, Cabeça
Gorda is dismembered from Salvada and became an independent parish. An elevation
to parish headquarters due to the great development that Cabeça Gorda reached from
the 18th century onwards, and that allowed it to create his own head office. In terms of
ecclesiastical presence, Salvada was a curate of the archbishop of Évora and later turned
priory. The Curate had an annual income of four hundred and twenty bushels of wheat.
This parish consists of several places: Malhadinha Nova, Monte da Atalaia, Vale de Rocins,
Monte Vale Loução, Monte do Paço Oitavo, among others. The religious festivities are
held in honor Nossa Senhora da Conceição taking place on December 8th and, most of
the time, also the day before. Salvada has a peculiar location, even if we compare it to
the other parishes depicted here. It is here that if we are willing to walk we find the
mouth of the Ribeira de Terges and Cobres that flows into the Guadiana River. It is an
unparalleled location among all those we have named for the beauty of the site and the
serenity afforded by the course of the water. In our wandering around the village we have
seen and recorded some heritage of reference such as the Parish Church, the fountains,
the market, the library, the Casa do Povo (People’s house) but it is the mysterious CineMonumental that fascinates us by the surprise of finding such a curious structure in this
part of Alentejo. If there is still time, an incursion through the interior of the parish is
required, running the path of the “Rota do Pão” (bread route), to the bread oven of Vale
de Rocins that has everything to delight those who arrive there in the morning. Another
curiosity is the presence of the sign of the Camino de Santiago, which can be traversed
from here. And for those who enjoy good food, there is also the Café da Salvada Market,
with the grilled fish special. Among other options there is sea bass, carp, salmon or the
local black bass.
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The talebehind the name of the land
One day the Moors planned an attack on the city of Beja, but the Christians managed
to discover their plans and prepared a trick. The strategy of the Christians consisted of
knowing some herbs that grew tall and wild and that when burned laid a trail of smoke
that made a man fall asleep quickly and for a long time. The herbs were burned out of
the city, the wind carried the smoke and the Arabs fell asleep. And it was with these
herbs that the Christians defeated the Moors, killed some, and the survivors fled. The
surviving Moors dissatisfied with the defeat were destroying everything where they
passed; only the village of Salvada was not destroyed because the village was in a small
valley depression and the Moors did not see it. This is why this village is called Salvada
meaning the one that was saved.
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Located near the left bank of a river that is affluent of the river of Cardeira, and on the
right bank of the River Guadiana, is the county office 15 kilometres away. A visit to Quintos
will have you compelled to take a detour to visit the Guadiana River, which can be found
a few hundred meters from the village. We recommend that you follow the pedestrian
route “Azenhas e Fortins do Guadiana” where, by the way, you will be dazzled by the flow
of the waters the river, especially when crossing with the old cereal or water mills. We will
also give an account of the ruins of some forts, a testimony to a time of wars and frontiers.
Following the course of history, but returning to the village of Quintos, we know through
the archaeologist Abel Viana that the settlement in the Quintos area dates back to the
Lower Paleolithic, in ancient times of other populations of hominids. There are numerous
archaeological remains from the Homo sapiens, particularly as human communities began
to settle a few thousand years ago. The geographical position of Quintos undoubtedly
explains the profusion of sites and signs of various eras. The proximity of the river will
always give the area of Quintos an importance as a point of passage between the left bank
of the Guadiana and the plain on its right.
Corte Condessa and Corte Piorno are some of the farms where abounding remains show
the hustle and bustle of people and activities that today seem to have given place to
calmness and the occasional noises of the machines working in the fields. In the village of
Quintos we intuited the Arab presence and its possible importance in the history of the
locality. If the traveler’s journey takes him to the Church of Santa Catarina and he looks
at the stone of the arched portico, you can infer the Mozarabic inspiration for this portal.
In fact, the Church of Santa Catarina is a curious example of religious architecture that
reflects the most diverse historical periods crossed by the people of the parish. When
we admire the baptismal chapel of the parish church of Quintos we can appreciate an
architecture inspired by sixteenth-century conimbric models, which were rooted in the
time of the King Manuel I, who lived in Beja for some time. It was in the century of this
Portuguese king, that the House of the Infantado was created, later turned into one of
the greatest manorial institutions of the country and to which Quintos, according to
the tradition, would have been owed its name, because it paid the contribution to the
House (the quinto, a fifth of the profit). However, there are other and more geographic
explanations: situated, in ancient times, on the border of Portugal, and being the
constant target of enemy attacks, life in Quintos became a living hell, hence the use of
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the portuguesue expression of sending to “the fifth (quintos) of the hells” dedicated to
someone you do not like. Today, if we believe in what comes to our ears, we can say that
hell has metamorphosized and gave way to the stillness and beauty we find in the fields
and in some of the estates.

Mr. Joaquim Manuel Paulino
The parish hosted a wealth of human figures that contributed greatly to its enrichment
and progress. Joaquim Manuel Paulino stands out among all being considered a hero
who took all his life in favor of the people of Quintos. Ensured the water supply that
provided the village in the early twentieth century, made a vegetable garden where water
was collected. He also prepared two houses for the operation of the primary schools
of that time, paid with his own money for the construction of roads from the church
to the village and from the village to Gravia dos Pisões. It was he who also ordered the
construction of the Fountain of Quintos in 1919, but more interesting than enumerating
the achievements that this man made will be to transcribe the account of a contemporary
of his, Manuel Joaquim Bule, to understand why he appears in these pages: «in Quintos
there was no father of the poor like Joaquim Manuel Paulino. All the men of Quintos, who
are now more than 30 years old [as of 1945] were raised by him, because he supported
them all. Many families there went to him for food. Everything Quintos has of goodness
is due to himself. Men like him should never die. His funeral was like none other. Retelling
a specific episode: - It was a year of crisis. The people did not have anything to eat. The
doors of Joaquim Manuel Paulino’s house opened wide. His table was always set for the
needy. The families were sent to them in masses. One day the people wanted to thank
him, and everyone, including women and children, wanted to reap a great harvest. He
then went with his wife to see this harvest, and when he saw all the people, he wept like
a child. He asked that everyone, when they had finished their work, come to his house,
because he wanted to reward them. But they all shouted, “There is nothing we want. This
work is already paid.»
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The fields
You should go to Quintos during the golden period that is Spring, to witness sunny fields
covered with flowers.

Santa Clara do Louredo is located, in a manner of speaking, at the gates of Beja, about 5
kilometres from the county seat if we head south. Here you will find yourself in the heart
of the plain. Today with an area of 71.89 km² and 864 inhabitants, Santa Clara do Louredo,
or Boavista, is an ancient village that had, according to the parish registers, around 49
inhabitants in the year 1534 and in the year 1758, 170 homes and 365 people. It was the
first property, by commendation, of the Order of Malta, transitioning later to the crown.
In 1758 there were some named properties, watered by their own resources; In 1758
there were some named properties, watered by their own water sources; the one of Pão,
on the farm of José de Brito Lobo; Valbom, with its large lake; the farm of king João; the
farm and orchard of Fernão da Fonseca, neighbor of the church, and time of Almada, with
the Barolas fountain, on the road to Vale de Mértola, about a mile from the city. Today
outsiders will also be guided to the fountain. They will be told to visit the fountain of the
Angel, a fountain of two spouts with the image of the patroness on a panel of ceramic tiles
designed in Lisbon in the 1930s in Leopoldo Battistini’s workshop. The farm of Fernão da
Fonseca and the farm of José de Brito Lobo came to constitute the farm now known as
Quinta de Santa Clara do Louredo- or Quinta de Cima- that, in the 19th century, by right of
succession, was passed on to D. Mariana Teresa Ribeiro de Sousa, who married Mariano
Joaquim de Sousa Feio, 1st Count of Boavista. To this couple we owe the development of
the agricultural complex and laying of the foundations of palatial chapel, planned during
the reign of King Carlos and architecturally conceived in the Portuguese-Moorish spirit. In
this area the public lavatory was built, supplied by the surplus loads of the water springs
in the farmhouse that flew through arcades of masonry. The most interesting part of
the palace is located in the east side, with its iron gate, dating from 1893 and inscribed
M.S.F (Mariana de Sousa Feio), with rustic type pilasters. Yet there remain some ancient
traces of opulence among statues, aqueducts, or benches of rest. In the mansion there
is a funerary marble vase belonging to the Quinta da Boavista, found in 1942 in the Vale
de Aguilhão, during accidental excavations that uncovered - besides other tombs, of
brick - many Roman materials: tegulas, pottery, a column shaft and fragment of a cup of
limestone, of a conchoidal shape, that the owners offered to the museum of Beja. The
festivities in honor of Santa Clara take place in August at a variable date.
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Legend
There was a spring of water in the town, which sprang up from a cliff. It was the fountain
where the inhabitants resupplied. One day, our Lady Santa Clara appeared at the spring.
The locals did not like to see her there and thought her place should be in the church.
They then took her to the church, but the saint did not want to be there and fled to the
same place where she had first appeared. The locals insisted again and again, and the
saint always returned to the initial place of the apparition. The residents then decided to
build a new fountain and paint the image of Santa Clara on a tile. From then on, the saint
would always remain at the church, never returning to the fountain again.

SANTA VITÓRIA AND MOMBEJA
It is the union of the civil parishes of Santa Vitória and the Mombeja with an area of 167,1
km2 and 981 inhabitants (as of 2011).

From the city of Beja we follow the sun’s path, walking towards the west where we will
reach Santa Vitória, the most western village of the county. It rests very close to the
Albufeira do Roxo, a privileged mirror of water that supplies Beja and Aljustrel. As the
name suggests, Santa Vitória is the saint patron, celebrated with a pilgrimage during
the month of August. The festival of Santa Vitória lasts for three days, usually covering
the weekend. On the first day there are dance performances, on the second there are
bullfights and on the final day the patroness is honored with a mass and a procession.
The religious of the Order of Mercês founded the Parish Church of Santa Vitória in 1284,
but there are no remains of this time. With the extinction of the order, the church was
rebuilt in the last century, passed with all its rents to the possession of the franciscan nuns
of the monastery of Santa Clara de Beja. However, as evidenced by a few archaeological
remains that indicate the possibility of an ancient pre-Roman fortification, later reused
in the Roman period to control a military road between Beja and Aljustrel, its origin is
much older. Also worth a visit is the well “ Faz-me Rir” (“Make me laugh”), which for years
supplied the village and certainly guaranteed many smiles to those who used its cold
water.

Railway Station
Lets return to the specific nature of this document. Imagine a train. The train is a
melancholic object-symbol par excellence. Closely tied to the journey, to waving
handkerchiefs stained with the tears of those who remained in the station. Or turning the
tables in the opposite direction: the escape. And the fugitive comes to us, clinging to one
of the carriages’ supports, in order for his solitude to escape from a rampant past. In the
tiles of the station we can read “Sta. Victoria – Ervidel” while the purple tint of the setting
sun surrounds the cornfield, the station, the houses and the ruined chimneys that have
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suffered at the hands of abandonment. Sometimes we hear a car passing on the road with
astonishing detail. No one sees us and we do not see anyone. Sitting on an abandoned
bench, this moment is surely a moment to cherish.

When we think of Mina da Juliana (curious name), we think of the miners who founded
this small settlement at the beginning of the 20th century. It was a short stay. The mine
only operated for a couple of decades. But indoors life continued. Soot invades body and
memory. We look at the village and see three, four parallel streets, all occupied by rows
of low houses, simple, suitable for the proletariat of the past, and the old residents of the
present. We pass by some street dogs and pay attention to the end of the street, where
rural tourism tries to bring a, albeit ephemeral, new perspective to this place. Going
down, the sun illuminates everything in a ruthless fashion, and we see a cluster of water
that resembles a lagoon. It is the beautiful lagoon of Roxo. We know that it is the artificial
result of a dam that for several years made half of this site uninhabitable. Going through
twenty, thirty metres of low and dry vegetation, to gauge the result of the transformation
and, with the mannerisms of judges out of place, we feel soothed by the subtle sound of
the water as if the vibrations could make a few ghosts dance.
Wetting our feet, the palms of our hands, and finally our face, we see in the distance, a
caravan accompanied by two chairs, two bodies, two fishing rods. Farther still, we spot
a kayak and inside apparently a couple enjoying an afternoon of slow romance. Mina da
Juliana and Barragem do Roxo, are we worthy of such serene gentleness?
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Mombeja, name that can derive from “mounds of Beja”, is located in a slightly undulating
landscape, bounded to the west by the ridgeline of the “Serra de Mira” that extends to
the mining region of Aljustrel. It is precisely in the hills around you that you can feel the
history and the vibrant past of the region. Within a short distance of the village we find
the Outeiro do Circo, an ancient settlement of great size of the Bronze Age, from which
men and women would have dominated the plain about three thousand years ago. We
also can find other incredible archaeological remains, which take us from prehistory to
the splendor of Roman Pax Iulia, but today is the quietness we praise in this beautiful
village. Here are almost four hundred people inhabiting it (census of 2011) and many
stories that can be told by those who still resist, such as Mr. Canolas, a famous blacksmith
and artisan who continues to insist on his craft. The patroness of the land is Santa Susana,
a very distinguished Roman woman who decided to “never take another husband besides
Jesus Christ”. Living in the time of Emperor Diocletian, who in the early years of his reign
seemed to favor Christianity, she was martyred for refusing to marry the emperor’s
widowed son-in-law. She was buried in a cave known as “grave of the martyrs,” and Pope
Caio, who celebrated the Holy Sacrifice in honor of the same saint, converted her house
into a church. The church still existing today was later rebuilt, belonging to the Cistercian
nuns. Formerly also known as Santa Susana de Mombeja, it was the curate of the of
the archbishop of Évora and belonged to the Casa do Infantado, patrimonial organization
belonging to the family of kings of Portugal, created in the second half of the seventeenth
century, which had several domains not only in Alentejo, but also in Extremadura, Beiras,
Minho and Trás-os-Montes. Pinho Leal, author from the Eighteenth Century, notes “the
dean and chapter of Évora, presented the healer with ”about 10 bushels of wheat, and
30 bushels of barley, paid for by the customers.” The traditional religious celebrations in
honor of the saint take place on a variable date at the end of July or early August.

On a bench, in the heart of silence
From the natural to the human constructions, from the verticality of the Church to the
beautiful chimneys, it is the small details that dazzle us. So that they can be contemplated
and enjoyed, the traveler must stop and sit next to a small tree or on a humble bench, and
wait. Old, curious people will show up to talk about the time that the village was full of
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people and the streets were alive, a past so hard to believe as an embellished narration
of a grandparent. Mombeja is probably this: a story of a grandfather on the front porch
of his home, or on the step that leads to the street. The only element of our time that we
find, by chance, is a computer when we unceremoniously invaded what would have been
the headquarters of the Parish Council, the current medical station. The church is the only
witness to our crime, the bust of Uncle Luis Galante, a fighter of the First World War, our
silent accomplice. We feel we are in the center of a menacing serenity. In epic poems, as
a rule, there would be barbarians or tartars threatening borders. Here just a solitude that
lurks beneath a fleet of gleaming horses. In the center of the calm, the beauty of silence.
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About twelve kilometres from the county seat, the parish of S. Matias is located on the
right bank of the Odearce stream, a tributary of the Guadiana River. It is constituted by
the places of Monte de Apariça, Quinta da Carocha and S. Matias, in a territorial extension
that almost reaches the seven thousand acres. Located at the northern end of the
municipality of Beja, it is delimited by the parishes of S. Brissos, Santa Maria da Feira and
Nossa Senhora das Neves and, to the north, by the county of Cuba. The 2011 census tells
us that nearly 600 people live here. We know however that at the time of the construction
of its primitive Gothic Church, it had a population of 81. The building, later rebuilt in the
16th, 18th and 19th centuries, is dedicated to the patron saint of the parish, which was,
since always, Matias, and whose feast takes place every year on the day 23rd of February.
The village also celebrates, annually, the Nª Sª do Rosário on the last weekend of July. At
the ecclesiastical level S. Matias was a curate of the presentation of the archbishopric of
Évora. In the seventeenth century, the owners of Apariça lived in S. Matias, on the hill
that has the same name, where a temple was erected in order to satisfy the needs of the
family, a construction that can still be contemplated from the outside. Dating back to the
18th century, this church bears witness to another time and another geography, and part
of it is able to outline the events that led to the St. Matias of today. Due to its proximity to
famous vineyards, in Cuba and in Vidigueira, São Matias is therefore a place where wine
is a common topic of conversation. It is brought to our knowledge that Mr. Inácio Baião
still makes his in clay “talhas”, an ancient way whose merits are commonly exalted by the
locals. But the best way to find out is to search the streets of the village for a spot to try
it. The privilege will not be denied.

The tenths of Inocêncio de Brito
We are in São Matias, with the length of the plain stretching out before us. But in the
long run there are also treasures to find. One of them is Inocêncio de Brito, a popular
poet whose memory and words still echo in time. He died in 1938 at the age of 85, but
there are countless reports that come to us from his exploits as a poet and improviser.
One of these reports collected by José Rabaça Gaspar takes us to the Castro Verde Fair,
where our Inocêncio was joined by the famous poet from Cuba (Alentejo), Manuel de
Castro and António Aleixo. Naturally a little competition arose between them. These
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cherished disputes guide us to a time when the world was taught in verse, not in numbers.
In the middle of my life
I tried to abandon you
Cruelly despise and forget you
But not seeing you today, my beloved homeland
I’m imprisoned by my passion for thee
Your absence awakes a war in me
And such longing forces me to endlessly speak
Land of mine, land of mine
(Extract of a Tenth of Inocêncio de Brito, collected by José Rabaça Gaspar)

At the roadside café
Sitting in the cafe by the side of the road, from this long IP2 road that crosses the Alentejo,
we are left with the words of Inocêncio de Brito echoing in time. We pay attention to the
work of dew on the houses, while we play with ancestral techniques choosing brands
or colors of the cars to come. Almost a hundred years later, there are other means of
locomotion and São Matias stretches along paths, it is a good starting point and a good
point of arrival.
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TRIGACHES AND SÃO BRISSOS
Trigaches and São Brisso is a union of the civil parishes in the municipality of Beja,
with 68,26 km2 in area, and 572 inhabitants in 2011, resulting from the administrative
reorganiza on of the national territory, carried out at the beginning of 2013.

The origin of the name is wrapped in a legend that reads as follows: On a very hot and dry
day, in a time of hunger and misery, a powerful king appeared with his army to conquer
these lands in a battle between the army and the few inhabitants, when suddenly, amidst
the battle cries, one of the king’s soldiers called out:
‘Lord, look, Lord, wheat, I think! It’s wheat, I think!’. Upon hearing these words and having
already conquered all of the land, the monarch settled here and started cultivating it for
his own personal gain and the needs of the village. And so the toponym came about.
Trigaches was created as an independent parish by detaching territory belonging to the
parish of Beringel, and its Patron Saint is Nossa Senhora da Conceição. The old church of
Trigaches was demolished in the decade of 1940, having been constructed a new one that
maintains the traditional designation of Nossa Senhora da Conceição. Besides the patron
saint, it preserves a wooden image of Martyr S. Sebastião (18th century) and another of
Saint Augustine (18th century). Economically Trigaches is still a rural parish that grows
cereal, particularly wheat. Marble extraction was also a major activity in the village in the
mid-1980s, much of the material extracted in Trigaches was exported to Germany and it
is estimated that between 1930 and 1970 more than 50% of the male population in the
village were working there.
Celebrations in honor of its Patron Saint are held on the first weekend of August with the
festivities taking place from Friday to Monday.
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Lime
Along with coal and marble, lime was once one of the most important raw materials of
the civil parish. A very profitable business at the time, we are going to attempt to briefly
describe the difficult process of its production: we start collecting large blocks of marble
that later were broken with the “marrão”, a specific hammer that weighed between 8
and 12 kg. Then the stones were placed in a furnace of their own, built of stone and
resembled a well, where they would remain to bake for several days, up to two weeks.
Thus, it was necessary to watch the ovens so that the lime did not burn or that the oven
would not go out, forcing the producers to stay awake for days and nights next to the
oven. White smoke would announce the end of the lime production process, which was
then placed in large containers for sale. If you want to visit what is left of this activity in
Trigaches, we recommend following the pedestrian route, aptly titled “Caminhos da Cal”.

The quarry
In Trigaches, we find the Trigaches quarry, an archaeological site with an occupation
that dates back to the 2nd millennium BC and late prehistory. Although there are still
workshops that work the marble in the village, the quarry has been deactivated for many
years ago. But we are a curious set of people, so we entered the site to find ourselves in
the bosom of the laboring vegetation, witnessing the rust eating the towers as forgotten
as the dead. This complex can be accessed by car or on foot, covering a distance of a
hundred meters on a dirt path.
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With close to 100 inhabitants (2011), São Brissos belongs to the municipality of Beja
within a short distance of the city, approximately nine kilometres. The parish is crossed by
the Álamo stream and by some ravines. Along these water lines are several hills that take
agricultural benefit from them, they are: Monte da Diabrória, Monte do Arcediago, Fonte
dos Cântaros, Monte da Torre and Monte do Monvestido. Today, a few hundred meters
away, we find the Beja Airport, a sign of modernity, but São Brissos brings us remnants
of another age. With dolmenic constructions and fortifications of the Castro culture, it
appears that by the archeology of the region where it is integrated, the population of the
territory of São Brissos dates back to pre-Roman times. The village itself is old, since there
are records from 1534, during the ecclesiastical visitation, which report the existence of
53 residents. In 1721 the village had 207 people of Sacraments and 99 minors. And in
the year 1758 there were 88 dwellings. It can be inferred that St. Brissos was born from
the exploration of Monte da Torre, very close to its perimeter. The oldest people in the
village reported that the large houses, in support of the practice of agriculture, and the
dwellings of the workers at Monte da Torre, were located where the village is nowadays.
The building of the parish church of S. Brissos is one of the oldest buildings, if not the
oldest, of the village, being constructed very close to the year 1500, because it already
existed in 1534 during the visitation of the Church. The temple is located in a secluded
spot south of the village, adjacent to the public cemetery, and was built in a dominant
facade faced to the west, in the traditional rural way of the Alentejo, with stone masonry
and whitewashed walls.

Caught by surprise
Because the numbers indicated that this would be one of the less inhabited sites of
the county, we expected few houses, in a random urban fabric, wrapped in silence. We
found an oval village, with houses all concentrated in a minimal area, glued together
creating a cohesive and elegant core. To mark the center there is a wide square paved
with sidewalk, some trees, several benches, and the noise of wasps. Silence is total and
beauty is complete. The calm of St. Brissos is extraordinary. More complete than the pace
of other places of the county, particularly due to the fact of planes flying in one direction
and the plains rolling endlessly in the other, or the smell of clean laundry that a woman
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hangs before us, or even because we feel that everything about it extends such a warm
welcome and an infinite number of good surprises, that we almost succumb to its charm,
wanting to settle here.

Only five kilometres separate the center of the city of Beja from the small village of
Penedo Gordo. In the books and official records it is located in Santiago Maior, an urban
parish. We add it to this tour because it breathes the air of the country and in it one
can find calm and beauty. Penedo Gordo had its origin in the property No. 10 of Miguel
Fernandes Street, where the first house was built. This house had a huge boulder that,
by its shape, was possible to climb and see the whole field around. This became a natural
symbol that baptized this settlement as Penedo Gordo (“fat boulder”), and nowadays is
shared by house nº 10 and nº 12 of General Humberto Delgado street.
From this location the family Almodôvar Fernandes, owner of several estates, began to
build houses for the workers of their lands. The expansion of the agglomerate was due
to the topography of the land, and afterwards to the west a Mill for the grinding of the
cereals was built, next to the road that connects Beja and Aljustrel. From Penedo Gordo
we can still hear the legend of the fountain that gives its name to the local fair. Symbol of
the land, legend has it that for many years there were in those lands a bull and a serpent
that tried to mark their territory to support themselves. They quarreled until a fairy
decreed that they would both be turned into a fountain and stream that they would dig
together, thus killing the thirst of the fields and of the men and women passing through.
There are still landmarks documenting the recent history of this site such as the House
of the People built in 1943, a meeting point for the locals and a place of great cultural,
political and social relevance. The primary school was built in 1954, where it is still active
today. The visitor can also catch a glimpse of a railway station built in 1961 to meet the
needs of the population working in Beja.

The Roman Villa of Pisões
A little more than three kilometres from the Penedo Gordo we find the testimony of a
distant time with other ways of cultivating the land and other owners: the Villa Romana
de Pisões. We think of Gaio Atílio Gordo, whose slave, named Catulo, offered him a marble
altar devoted to Salus, the goddess of happiness and health. We are therefore aware that its
beneficiary, Gaio Atílio Gordo, may have been one of the owners of Villa in the first century
AD. It was accidentally discovered in February 1967, during the course of agricultural
works, and after archaeological excavations Villa de Pisões offered unique data for the
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understanding of the whole rural environment that still today characterizes the
surroundings of Beja. In the times of ancient Beja, as roman Pax Julia, villae such as
this would be the lung of the productive activity of the plain. Occupying a total area of
approximately 30 thousand square meters, although only one of its areas, the pars urbana,
that is to say, the residence of the owner, has been stirred the archaeologists’ tools. This
well-preserved house allows us to travel back in time and take a glimpse at a space where
more than forty rooms were arranged around an open central courtyard called peristyle.
In some of the rooms we can see the beautiful and meticulous tiles that decorated the
floor that each of these Romans stepped on. Also worth a visit is the thermal building of
the villa, one of the most relevant examples of private baths in Portuguese territory from
this period. We leave the site still thinking about Gaio Atílio Gordo and the twisting path of
this coming and going to a solemn and common past to the inhabitants of this Roman villa
that has erased the chronological differences in the name of a wider feeling. We cannot
be sure that the landscape looking at us shares similarities with the landscape of those
past days, or if in our faces we can read the emotions of the faces of yesterday. But when
we are turning our backs, we are certain we share the same territory and the same Suão
(south) wind that curls the herbs, seeming to come from far, far away.
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(The Big Windmill)
Resembling a giant guardian passively contemplating whoever passes by, just before
saying goodbye for the time being, we notice a big windmill at the entrance road of the
city. When finally visiting it, we find Francisco Soares, owner of the mill and of the adjacent
house, which has a wood oven and a porch. Every weekend he spends the night there with
other relatives and is accustomed to make brief visits to the interior of the mill to explain
how the different parts operated and worked together. He is the fourth member of the
family to become master of the mill, a genealogical adventure that took the first step with
his great-grandmother. Mr. Soares tells us that he acquired the mill from his four brothers
in 1999, in a state of advanced degradation after more than twenty years of inactivity.
With no financial means of his own, but with a strong sense of the need to preserve such
valuable assets, he resorted to a bank loan for the recovery and thus, during the summer
of 2006, under the coordination of Mr. Caetano Guerreiro, master miller from Odemira,
the restoration began. He briefly describes us what would be the day-to-day life at the
Moinho Grande, that is, some of the routine tasks of the windmill. Enchanted by his words
and gestures, we envision a man sifting and another winnowing, the wheat to be wet in
the pram and then bagged, leaning against a wall, or in a stack of bags, to be grounded
at the end of that day or the next day, trying to imagine the magnitude of such tasks as
milling or even how millstones were replaced. We leave this ancient construction, with a
sense of gratitude for what we have learned with our friendly and wise host. Gazing one
last time at the city where kids ride their bikes enveloped in the kaleidoscopic cloak of
sundown, we cannot help but feel that these fields are now also ours.
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Beringel
Festivities
Sabores no Barro - last week of March
Festa de Aniversário do Grupo Motard - 6 de
Abril
Festas em honra de Nossa Sra. da Conceição September’s second week
Restaurants
O Hortinha - 925485005
A Tasca do Moleiro - 966073584
Snack Bar Girassol - 284998076
Clube de Caçadores de Beringel e Mombeja 967930858
Acommodations
Augusto Silva (AL) - 965456683

Albernoa
Festivities
Feira Anual do Idoso - June
Festas em Honra de Nossa Sra. da Luz - August
Encontro de grupos Corais - Setembro Passeio
TT - December
Restaurants
Campo do Caroço - 963009095
Sabor Alentejano - 284965259
Herdade da Malhadinha Nova - 284965211
Herdade dos Grous - 284960000
Acommodations
Herdade dos Grous (TER) - 284960000
Herdade da Malhadinha Nova (TER) 284965432
- 969662876 - 966508847
Casa na Aldeia (AL) - 0033699761964
Lenda Grande (AL) - 284965432

Cabeça Gorda
Festivities
Silarca – Festival do Cogumelo - March
Prova de BTT Terras de Mato – March
Semana Cultura – July / August
Festas em Honra de S. Luís - 2nd week of
August
Magusto (comemoração do dia de S. Martinho)
- November
Restaurants
Casa de Pasto O Caçador - 284401982 967243108
D.João - 284947223
Casa Pasto O Largo - 962163176
Acommodations
Monte da Corte Ligeira (TER) - 284947216 284947391 - 965804050
Monte da Lapa (TER) - 927162832

Baleizão
Festivities
Comemorações do 25 de Abril - 24th and 25th
of April
Festival da Pequenada - June
Festival da Juventude - 26th/27th of July
Comemorações do S. Martinho - November
Restaurants
Casa de Pasto Central - 284924143
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Mombeja

Herdade do Vau - (TER) - 911793446

Festivities
Comemorações do dia 1 de Maio
Festa tradicional em Honra de Sta. Susana - end
of July / beginning of August

Salvada

Festivities
Baile da pinha - during Easter
Mastros populares - Junho
Nossa Senhora das Neves
Sabores da Aldeia - July
Semana Cultural - August
Festivities
Fim de semana da Juventude - October
Festa de Na Sra. das Neves - September
Festa em Honra de Na Sra. da Conceição - 8th
Culturneves - Semana Cultural e Desportiva das of December
Neves
Mostra de Doçaria - December
Festival do Grão (em Vila Azedo)
Restaurants
Restaurants
Café “os Palmas” - 284 947077
Toy Faróis (Porto Peles) - 284361130
Café do Mercado - 284947301
A Taberna do Cesário (Porto Peles) - 284331383
Snack Bar “ A Montaria” - 284 947538
- 967798590
Quinta do Castelo Restaurante – 939189272
Casa de Pasto Pôr do Sol O Martelo - 284331456 Acommodations
Acommodations
Quinta do Castelo (AL) – 939189272
Terras Agro Turismo e Vinhos (TER) - 969071051
Monte Manjoa (AL) – 939989874
Santa Vitória
Monte Capitão (AL) – 91844356
Festivities
Penedo Gordo
Semana Cultural - May
Festas em Honra de Sta. Vitória - August
Festivities
Restaurants
Feira das Cavadas - April
Versátil l Vila Galé Clube de Campo Restaurants
284970100
Snack Bar Katspero - 969025623
Sabores do Monte - 284070378
Acommodations
Quintos
Casa do Roxo (TER) - 284400592 - 934467862 936236838
Festivities
Agro Turismo do Roxo (TER) - 284070282 Baile da Pinha - 1st week of February
933728601
Festa de Na Sra. dos Remédios - July or August
Vila Galé Clube de Campo (Hotel Rural) Restaurants
284970100
Snack Bar Guadiana - 284893180
Café Xico Engrola - 284893101
Acommodations
Casa de Pisões - (AL) - casadepisoes@gmail.com
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S. Matias

Restaurants
Toca dos Caçadores - 284998409
Adega dos Pisões - 284998613
Acommodations
Rosa do Campo Casa da Avó (TER) - 284323578
Rosa do Campo Casa do Tio João (TER) 284323578

Festivities
Festa anual de Nossa Senhora do Rosário - July
Restaurants
D. Garfo - 284915343
O Chaparral - 284915414

Trindade

Santa Clara do Louredo

Festivities
Festivities
Baile de Máscaras - 2 de Março
Baile popular de S. João
Festas Tradicionais em Honra de Na Sra. dos
Remédios - 2nd week of September
Feira do Vinho - November
Restaurants
Café Snack Bar Riba-Terges - 284952103 968757975
Acommodations
Agro Turismo Xistos (TER) - 284321483 964814928
Monte da Molaneta (AL) - 927870550
Herdade da Mingorra (AL) - 284952004 934966639

Festivities
Baile de Carnaval - February
Baile da Pinha - April
Meia Semana Cultural da Associação Animus
Jovem - June/July
Festa de Sta. Clara - August
Restaurants
O Inácio - 284320236
Monte do Meio - 284361114
O Duro - 284361060
Acommodations
Quinta D. João (AL) - 912545445

S. Brissos
Festivities
Festa em honra de S.Brissos - 20th/21st of July
Restaurants
Raposo - 963168989
Snack Bar da Ester - 965148459
Acommodations
Monte da Diabrória (TER) - 284998177 967454078

Trigaches
Festivities
Festa de Na Sr.a da Conceição - 1st week of July

TER - Rural tourism
AL - Local accommodation
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For more information visit:
http://www.cm-beja.pt
http://www.bejaquecanta.pt
http://www.facebook.com/ceuspci

